Twenty years from now you
will be more disappointed by
the things you didn’t do
than by the ones you did do.
So throw off the bowlines.
Sail away from the safe
harbor. Catch the trade
winds in your sails.
Explore. Dream. Discover.

Explore.
Dream.
Discover.
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Mark Twain
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An inside look…

VISION
To be the foremost tertiary sailing
club in Singapore by pursuing
competitive excellence both locally
and regionally.

METHODOLOGY
Strong senior-junior relationships and
a well structured training program
enable a seamless two way transfer
of knowledge and expertise.

Every student in SMU is given the
opportunity to sail, race, develop and
grow as sailors and as leaders,
regardless of prior sailing experience.

MISSION
SMU Sailing provides exciting and challenging training and
leadership opportunities to any motivated and passionate student
with the aim of character enhancement, personal growth and
acquisition of new skills Training sailors; developing leadership.
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PHILOSOPHY
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In 2004, a group of SMU students
embarked on the inaugural S.A.I.L, or
Student Active Involvement Programme
which centered on a sailing trip to the
island of Pulau Aur. With their interest in
keelboat sailing thus kindled, a core
group of 7 students from the trip formed
the SMU Sailing Club and began taking
part in local keelboat events. Since then,
successive batches of sailors have
dreamt big and sailed hard, making our
club the foremost tertiary keelboat
sailing club in Singapore today.
We are based at Raffles Marina, and
sail regularly on four keelboats. These
boats are our two Platu Farr 25s,
SMUve and SMUmad, as well as two
J24s, Shengli and Jangan Main Main.
Aside from being familiar faces in the
local sailing fraternity, we are most
fortunate to enjoy the support of sailors,
marinas, and regatta organizers in and
out of Singapore. In a similar fashion,
we hope to be able contribute back to
the sailing community by promoting
sailing as a lifestyle within the youth
fraternity. In addition, we hope to raise
awareness and funds for Sailability

Singapore at our very own Western
Circuit Sailing Regatta which would help
to further the sailing experience to
greater reaches of the community. One
of the highlights of being part of SMU
Sailing Club is the international
exposure our sailors receive. As part of
our growing profile as the foremost
tertiary sailing club in Singapore, we
have been privileged to be invited to
many overseas competition in Malaysia,
Indonesia, Thailand, China and more.
The club and sailors have benefited
from such exposure, learning tools of
the trade from more skillful sailors and
most importantly making friends and
contacts that will last for a lifetime.
As the club grows in strength and in
resources, we hope to be able to
continue to improve the standard of our
sailors and at the same time bring the
sailing experience to more students in
the tertiary environment. Through this,
we believe that would set the standard
to skills development and ensure we
stay at the forefront of tertiary sailing in
Singapore.
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An introduction
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SMU SAILING TURNS 10

Celebrating one decade of sailing, family, competition & fun

Thank You

Your sweat, tears and time away from
your books and the bars have not
been in vain. Here’s why:

How Far We Have Come
We all know how the story begins, a
bunch of friends, a similar interest and
a crazy idea. Since then, the club has
massively expanded in these aspects;
assets, skills, size and reputation.
From a group of 7 founding members,
the club now has more than a hundred
members. Standing at 102 sailors, the
club has grown a staggering 1357%
over 10 year
The club is also proud to have our
own constitution, annual AGM,
elections and an annual report.
Assets wise, the club has moved from
being totally dependent on external
sources for keelboats to being fully
independent with 4 J24s, 2 Platu 25,
Extra SMUve and 3 SB20s all fully
equipped with spares and racing sails.

The club has grown from being an
almost non existent entity in the
Singapore Sailing community to the
organizer of 2 major regattas, namely,
Western Circuit Regatta and Asia
Pacific Students Cup.
As for our sailors, the club is able to
boasts in its record of producing some
of the finest sailors who are proficient
in many positions.
SMU Sailing has been consistent in
sending the majority of the sailors for
the World University Match Racing
Games and delivering impressive
results. Regionally, SMU Sailing has
also been a dominant force for
competitions like Singapore Straits
Regatta, Top of the Gulf Regatta (soon
to be in the Platu 25 class, fingers
crossed), Pan Pacific University Cup
and China Cup International Regatta.
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As the SMU Sailing team reaches this
milestone, the club would like to thank
and acknowledge all batches and
every single sailor for bringing SMU
Sailing thus far.

Within Raffles Marina, the club has an
air conditioned container used to store
all sails and equipment for training and
competitions. The PPCDL room has
also been reequipped with metal
shelves to accommodate our new
sails with spare capacity for
miscellaneous equipment.
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SMU SAILING TURNS 10

Celebrating one decade of sailing, family, competition & fun

This segment would also like to
highlight Mr Andrew Tam, SMU Sailing
Club Manager, for his endless support
and 10 years of working hand in hand,
building the club from scratch. Special
mention also goes to Office of Student
Life who have been a source of support
in all our events.
Last but definitely not least, the club
would like to thank those who have
worked hard to ensure the success of
the 10 th Anniversary Sailebrations.
Special mention goes to the few that
spearheaded the initiative and made
things happen. We will not delve into
the details of the momentous event but

rather, a special edition has been
included, containing a collage of photos
at the end of this annual report, after all,
a picture speaks a thousand words.
And as always:
“Twenty years from now you will be
more disappointed by the things that
you didn’t do than by the ones you
did do. So throw off the bowlines.
Sail away from the safe harbour.
Catch the trade winds in your sails.
Explore. Dream. Discover.
Make Waves and keep Chasing the
Sun! Stay tune for the next Anniversary
edition in 2019 or 2024!!
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COLLIN LIM

President’s Address

I am pleased to inform you that the
SMU Sailing Team has once again
done well in the year 2014. The year
2014 was packed with many events,
regattas as well as it being a
momentous year for the club as we
turned 10 this year.
ACHIEVEMENTS
Our sailing club was once again
awarded the top club in both the SMU
Sports Union Club category, and also
the University of Student Life Sports
club category. This would not have
been possible without the hard work of
the 9th Exco and the effort of all club
members in the year 2013.
Out at sea, the club did well in both
local and international regattas. Our
prominence at various events was
further amplified by the supportive
alumni and a healthy haul of podium
finishes.

Jumping into the fray of international
regattas, SMU sailors showed they
were no pushovers at various events
like the World Match Racing University
Championships, Pan Pacific Xiamen
Regatta, Top of the Gulf Regatta and
the ever-elusive China Cup
International Regatta.
To top off all of our successes in
various areas, the SMU Sailing Club
celebrated it’s 10th year of existence.
The celebration was held at our home
away from home, Raffles Marina. It was
a night to remember, as alumni,
undergraduates and friends of the club
celebrated a night that would be hard to
forget.
During our 1 year at the helm for the
club, the 10th Executive Committee
(“10th Exco”) strived to create a balance
in terms of cohesiveness,
competitiveness and creating the right
mindset in being a SMU sailing club
sailor.
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DEAR SAILORS & FRIENDS,
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COLLIN LIM

President’s Address

STRENGTHENING BONDS
Cohesiveness among the club members
was strengthened via an array of
activities throughout the school term.
Frequent chill out sessions at Ice Cold
Beer, Cuscaden Patio, team visits to the
Xiao Long Pau Buffet were just a few
examples among the many that were
organized for our sailors to take a break
from the monotonous grind of tertiary
education. This cohesion that we sought
out to establish extended from the
undergraduates to the graduates too. An
example would be the annual Li Ka Shing
Cup were sailors from different years
created teams to challenge for the year’s
bragging rights.

The year 2014 saw fewer regattas
participated in by the SMU Sailing
Team due to the absences of
various local regattas or calendar
clashes. However, there were a
greater number of teams
representing SMU Sailing at the
regattas that we took part in,
included many freshmen in the
setups. We stand by the
fundamentals of the club, that
exposure will be present for all who
are keen, regardless of one’s
sporting proficiencies.
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LESS BUT MORE
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COLLIN LIM

President’s Address

RESHAPING MINDSETS &
CREATING A VESTED INTEREST
The 10th Exco sought to reshape the
mindsets of the sailors in create a
sense of ownership and belonging to
the club and its assets. One of the key
initiatives was the Boat Elf Initiative,
we strongly believed that the vast
assets held by the club should be
shouldered by the whole club instead
of just the Executive Committee for the
year.
Instead of a single “elf”, multiple
undergraduates led by an Exco
member would ensure the
maintenance of an asset.

approach.
This initiative has been successful so
far, but to further embed it into the
culture of the club would require the
similar efforts from future Excos.
Equipment such as lifejackets which
were new assets for the year were
distributed under a unique method.
Lifejackets were given to sailors as
their personal belongings which were
to be returned at the end of their SMU
undergraduate life. Hence, providing
greater maintenance and care from
the private benefit generated from
one’s ownership of belongings.
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Success in such an initiative would
provide the much-needed tender
loving care that our expanded fleet of
boats and their respective assets so
dearly require. Its effects would be
multifaceted, as the “elves” would
develop skills and knowledge in boat
maintenance via the SMU Sailing
methodology of a senior to junior
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COLLIN LIM

President’s Address

ADAPTING WITH THE TIMES

CLOSING

Looking ahead, future club leaders
must carefully consider the changing
mindsets and priorities of the SMU
student and hold realistic expectations
of its members. We cannot forget that
we are after all student athletes,
where student comes before being an
athlete. However, we must strike a
balance that will enable SMU Sailors
to grow into an all-rounded scholar,
athlete and leader.

I would like to end my address by
f i r s t l y, t h a n k i n g m y e x e c u t i v e
committee for their support and hard
work, it’s been a long and tough year,
and I am proud of what we have
achieved. Next, thank you to all
members of the club (undergraduate
and alumni) who have supported the
policies that the 10th exco have
implemented and having faith in us.
Special thanks goes to the Office of
Student Life and of course Mr Andrew
Tam who has played the role as both
advisor and mentor. Lastly, thank you
to all who have consistently provided
us with feedback and alternatives that
we may not have thought of.
I pray that all of you will find that
balance in and out of school that
brings you your own sense of
achievement and joy. Thank you once
again for an awesome 2014.
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Furthermore, our changing academic
upkeep requires our trainings to shift
towards higher intensity, more
effective and smarter sessions. The
club must move forward to adapt to
the changing environment and take
appropriate steps in order to mitigate
risk while strengthening its position.
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LIONEL WEE

Vice - President’s Address

DEAR SAILORS

S A F E T Y A LWAY S C O M E S
FIRST!
Safety is something that cannot ever
be overemphasized and I am glad to
say that there have been no major
incidents this year. However, we
should always remain vigilant when it
comes to safety in order to entirely
eliminate minor incidents and near
misses.
Boat Delivery SOP
With the great examples set on by
previous batches regarding safety, our
club has been able to pass on the
spirit of not taking safety lightly. This
year, in an initiative recommended
and supported by seniors and alumni
alike, the club introduced the Boat
Delivery SOP. The SOP serves to
ensure that everyone on the boats are
aware of the proper safety protocol for
a boat delivery process. Also, this
ensures that reporting points along
routes have to be established and
reported to an on-shore safety liaison
during the delivery.

GYM TRAINING
This year, Gym training was planned
through the inputs from my two very
supportive predecessors (Wei Chong and
Alexi). Gym training was implemented to
guide members on role specific exercises
which better simulated the demands each
position required while out at sea. On
alternate weeks, circuit training was used
to replicate mental exhaustion and bring
out the toughness in every one, much like
in long races.
Gym training also served a different role of
bonding. With our Exco making bonding a
priority, circuit trainings were favoured as it
truly brought out a sense of camaraderie
through the encouragement or the
complaining together as you were making
your way up the stairs or completing a lap
of sprints.
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2014 has been a wonderful year for
the club as we celebrated our 10th
Anniversary and none of this could
have been possible without the
support and hard work from all
batches to reach this milestone.
Special thanks must go out to Andrew
as once again, he supported and
guided the club through her 10th year.
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LIONEL WEE

Vice - President’s Address

FAMILY ACTIVITIES
The club has been blessed to see a culture of togetherness that has been passed
down batch by batch and it is truly amazing to see Alumni from way back
interacting with our newest batch. I do not think that any other CCA in SMU can lay
claim to that honour and our Exco’s main priority, as mentioned was to develop
and continue to create an environment for such relations to foster.
Activities such as Starry Night, Christmas party, Mooncake Festival, just to name a
few, keep all of us going through the intense studying and mugging culture we
have at SMU nowadays. Impromptu ones, such as Ice-skating, xiao-long bao
buffet and Halloween horrors also bring us joy while emptying our wallets and
inducing diarrhea! I know I speak on behalf of my Exco when I say it brings us so
much satisfaction when these events are well-attended and thank you all, for
supporting the events our Exco have organised through the year.
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On a personal note, being in the Exco has taught me so many things about myself
and I would like to once again, thank everyone who has supported us throughout
the year. Last but definitely not the least, my Exco deserves my greatest
appreciation for always supporting each other during our term.
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Judith Chen

Secretary’s Address

It has been a great privilege serving
as the General Secretary of SMU
Sailing for the year ended 31 st
December 2014. This year has
indeed been a significant year with
the growth in size of our family and
our entry into numerous competitions
throughout the year.
As the General Secretary, my scope
of duties encompassed the
maintenance of asset validity,
performing administrative procedures
and handling paperwork for all
competitions both local and overseas,
updating student CCA records, and

being the main representative of the
club when liaising with external
parties; such as other student
organizations and committees, our
very own club alumni and the rest of
student body.
As at the year ended 31st December
2014, the validity of all boats was
upheld with insurance policies and
licenses having been renewed
together with all IRC Certificates. This
formed the foundation for the string of
competitions that the club participated
in throughout the year.
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DEAR SAILORS
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Judith Chen

Secretary’s Address

MEMBERSHIP & PARTICIPATION

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Jade
Weina
Judith
Yu Jia
Chantel
Victoria Li Wen Pu Fang
Alex
Isabel
Darice
Terena
Beatrice Shu Xian Lydia Wei Chong
Leyi
Andrew Lionel
Mok
Ling Ying
Collin
Justin
Anabelle
Bryan
Jimmy
Clement
Zi Hui
Alastair
Colin
James
Friedman
Alvin
Fig.	
  2	
  List	
  of	
  acAve	
  members	
  (undergraduate)	
  as	
  
at	
  year	
  ended	
  31st	
  December	
  2014	
  

23%
35%

23%
19%

Year	
  1	
  

Year	
  2	
  

Year	
  3	
  

Year	
  4	
  

Fig.	
  1	
  Chart	
  showing	
  breakdown	
  of	
  undergraduate	
  
club	
  membership	
  for	
  the	
  year	
  ended	
  31st	
  
December	
  2014	
  

Based on membership status and
participation in weekly water and
physical trainings and the various
regattas throughout the year, the
following table highlights the list of
undergraduate members of the club
who have attained an ‘Active Member’
status by achieving a consolidated
attendance of more than 60 percent for
the year.
These members have displayed great
commitment to the club, participating in
numerous regattas and contributing to
the many podium finishes that SMU
Sailing has attained for this financial
year.
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SMU Sailing was fortunate to have
been selected as the top club choice
for over 10 new freshmen in the month
of August 2014. Having placed their
$10 investment in the club, they
became official members of the team.
This group of stakeholders has proven
to be a supportive bunch with their
sheer enthusiasm, be it at weekly
trainings and the yearly meets. Upon
consolidation of the club’s membership,
the youngest batch of sailors make up
the largest portion of SMU Sailing’s
pool of undergraduates as per Figure 1.
SMU Sailing truly hopes that all these
individuals will continue to journey with
the club through their years in
University.
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Judith Chen

Secretary’s Address

OUR ALUMNI
Alumni relations have also been a very
important aspect to us, one that we hope
to continue building over the years to
come. During the past year, we held our
10th Anniversary Sailor-bration in October,
a special day that brought together both
present and past members over the many
generations. We truly hope that future
events will bring together the entire family
of sailors.
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Over the past year, we were hoping to see
more alumni participation on board SMU
boats, in the various regattas, such as the
annual TOGR. We were fortunate to have
our newly appointed OSL leader, and
former alumni Fidelis Tan on-board Nam
Prix during TOGR 2014 while other alumni
sailed on board other Platus and Waka
Tera, a boat well-known for its numerous
SMU Sailing crew. Just as our pool of
alumni is growing every year, we hope to
see an increase in the number of alumni
competing with SMU Sailing in future
regattas.
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Judith Chen

Secretary’s Address

ACHIEVEMENTS

University of Student Life Award 2014
Club Award
SMU Sailing
Individual (Gold) Award
Collin Lim Han Yang
Individual (Silver) Award
Victoria Koh Min Yi
Individual (Bronze) Award
Judith Chen Hwee Yoong, Chen Li
Wen, Soh Wei Na
SOA Student Life Merit/Excellence Award
SOA Student Life Excellence Award
Terena Lam Peiyi
SOA Student Life Merit Award
Judith Chen Hwee Yoong, Chen Li
Wen, Ong Zi Hui, Lionel Wee Jian
Yong
SMU Sports Union Award 2014
Club Of The Year (Platinum Award)
SMU Sailing
!
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The year 2014 has indeed proven to be yet another year of attainment of many
accolades as well. While known for having built a close-knit community who
journey through the highs and lows of life together, SMU Sailing has shown its
competitive spirit and resilience in intensive trainings and the tough fights put up
on water. The club maintained its title of Sports Excellence having placed
amongst the top 3 in numerous regattas and continued its winning streak as the
top sports club in SMU. During the University of Student Life Awards Ceremony,
SMU’s most earmarked awards ceremony for all student clubs and CCAs hosted
by the Office of Student Life, our club was acknowledged for our hard work and
efforts having attained the Gold Award in the SMU Excellence In Student Life
Award (CLUB). While 2014 has been another year of excellence, I am certain
that future years will bring just as many moments of pride for SMU Sailing.
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BRYAN CHAN

Training & Development Officer’s Address

SMU Sailing proudly celebrated its
10th Anniversary in 2014, and it is for
that reason that the year has truly
been one from which to look back to
where the club began and realize just
how far it has come.
A good ten years ago, SMU Sailing
started with a handful of enthusiastic
sailors who would stop at nothing to
chase their sailing passion. Now, the
club boasts a stable roster of more
than 30 student sailors in most years,
and an active alumni body that grows
with each subsequent graduating
batch.
Through the effort of our sailors, and
under the guidance of our alumni
members, SMU Sailing has no doubt
become a familiar name in sailing
circles, both local and abroad, for
producing competent, competitive
sailors.
Like in the years past, the club has not
only maintained a high level of
participation in local and international
sailing events, but has managed to
perform and do well in it’s earmarked
regattas. (A more detailed list is
included below.)

MAKING OUR MARK ABROAD
By far some of the most exciting
experiences to be had in the club
come in the form of exposure to the
international sailing scene. Preparing
for and racing in the conditions that

hug foreign shores pushes our sailors
to learn, adapt, and excel. In 2014,
through the continued support of the
Office of Student Life, our sailors were
granted the opportunity to test
themselves in Italy, China, and
Thailand.
The FISU World University Match
Racing Championship was held on
Lake Ledro (Trentino, Italy), this year,
with a sizable portion of the teams that
represented Singapore coming from
our club. Our sailors did well against
some of the best sailing youth in the
world, finishing 5th and 7th in the open
category, and 4th in the women’s
division.

We were also fortunate enough to
have been invited to participate in the
8th China Cup International Regatta,
where we placed 13th in a fleet of
strong sailing opposition, many of
whom were professionals. Our team
really had to adapt quickly to remain
competitive while aboard a 40-foot
boat—quite unlike the ones on which
we have the luxury of training.
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2014 AT A GLANCE
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BRYAN CHAN

Training & Development Officer’s Address

EXCELLENCE IN THE LOCAL
CIRCUITS
Locally, SMU Sailing has also done
very well, placing on the podium in
good number of regattas held in and
around home waters. In the 20th
edition of the annual Singapore Straits
Regatta, our members took the entire
podium in the J24 class, as well as 3rd
and 4th in the IRC B category, and
performed similarly in the 17th SMURM Western Circuit Sailing Regatta
which was held later in the year,
placing 2nd and 4th in the J24 fleet,
and taking 1st and 3rd in the IRC B
class.

AMONGST OUR PEERS
SMU Sailing has also been actively

involved in tertiary level events. Sailing
at the inter-varsity level has been very
enriching in that we had the chance to
meet likeminded youth and share
thoughts and ideas as well as spar and
compete.
The club was not only wellrepresented at the FISU World
University Match Racing
Championship, as previously
mentioned, but also at the 2nd Pan
Pacific Universities Sailing Competition
held in Xiamen, China, and the 3rd
Asia Pacific Student Cup.
In the 2nd PPUSC, we bettered our
performance from the previous year,
claiming the overall championship as
well as the 3rd spot on the podium.
And in SMU-hosted, Asia Pacific
Student Cup our sailors managed a
2nd and 3rd in the University class.
It is heartening to see SMU sailors
perform against their peers because it
reveals the high level of ability and
competence that they have achieved
despite many members having started
out in their freshmen year with little or
no sailing experience.
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In Thailand, we competed again in the
Top of the Gulf Regatta. We sent some
26 sailors up to race on three Platu
25’s and Hijinks (X99). The Platu
teams claimed commendable mid-fleet
positions (8th, 11th and 13th), while in
the IRC Racing 3 class, we rode
Hijinks to finish 2nd on the podium.
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LOOKING FORWARD
The last few years have seen the club
grow in size and strength. One of the
challenges which is becoming quite
apparent is a slowing down of talent
inflow. In the recent past, batches of
sailors had been peppered with the
presence of experienced sailors, many
of whom competed for Singapore at
the international level. They helped
form a solid core team within the club
from which new sailors could learn and
develop. Not only has the inflow
become a mere trickle, but many of the
experience members have recently
graduated.

alumni are actively engaged to aid in
current members learning.
Finally, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all who have
helped in making the SMU Sailing
programme the success that it is.
SMU’s Office of Student Life, the
Singapore Sailing Federation, Raffles
Marina as well as all our club alumni
have truly been instrumental in
developing the competent, competitive
sailors of which we are all so proud.

EVENTS	
  

ACHIEVEMENTS	
  

J24	
  Na0onals	
  2013	
  

2nd,	
  3rd,	
  5th	
  

20th	
  Singapore	
  Straits	
  Rega?a	
  

J24:	
  1st,	
  2nd,	
  3rd	
  |	
  IRC	
  B:	
  3rd,	
  4th	
  

Top	
  of	
  the	
  Gulf	
  Rega?a	
  2014	
  

Platu	
  25:	
  8th,	
  11th,	
  13th	
  |	
  IRC	
  Racing	
  3:	
  2nd	
  

Pan-‐Paciﬁc	
  Universi0es	
  Sailing	
  
Compe00on	
  2014	
  
17th	
  SMU-‐RM	
  Western	
  Circuit	
  Sailing	
  
Rega?a	
  
3rd	
  Asia	
  Paciﬁc	
  Student	
  Cup	
  

1st,	
  3rd	
  	
  

8th	
  China	
  Cup	
  Interna0onal	
  Rega?a	
  

Beneteau	
  First	
  40.7:	
  13th	
  

J24:	
  2nd,	
  4th	
  |	
  IRC	
  B:	
  1st,	
  3rd	
  	
  
University	
  Class:	
  2nd,	
  3rd	
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With that in mind, it is imperative that
training be steered toward building
solid foundations, and it is also vital
that the club work to ensure that our
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Life provides the wind.
You control the
direction of its Sail.
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LYDIA YONG

Finance Secretary’s Address

2014 has been smooth sailing for our
club in terms of finances. As we
maintain healthy financial records
throughout the year, we were able to
participate in all the competitions,
maximize the boat maintenance and
repairs as well as purchasing of new
assets. This year, we managed to
make purchases to better equip our
fleet of 10 boats as well as sails, boat
covers, ropes and safety equipment
which are necessary capital
expenditures.
Our Sports Excellence Budget has
been in great hands under Andrew
guidance. Hence, I would like to take
this opportunity to thank Andrew for
managing these finances, allowing us
to do major repairs for the boats,
purchase new sails and equipment, as
well as participate in bigger overseas
competitions. Additionally, I would like
to thank the members of the Exco, for
their cooperation in purchasing certain
assets first using their own pocket
money and patiently wait for their
reimbursement. Hence, allowing for

more efficient and faster repair and
maintenance of our boats.

INCOME
Our club’s major sources of income
come from SMU Sports Union (SSU)
budget as well as the OSL Sports
Excellence Budget. These incomes
mainly finances the club’s repair and
maintenance fees, local and overseas
competition fees, acquisition of new
assets, competition attires, annual
events as well as sailor’s welfare.
Other minor sources of income
include, the USL Sports Excellence
Award (Group) on top of the annual
sailor membership fees and Sailing
101. Great work sailors!
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DEAR SAILORS,
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LYDIA YONG

Finance Secretary’s Address

EXPENDITURE
The club has been optimally utilizing
its given budget for both semesters. In
the first semester, we spent larger
purchases mainly for the repair of
Juno, one of our new J24 boat as well
as the necessary preparations for our
boats to be competition ready. In the
following semester, we spent most of
our budget on the maintenance and
repair of our boats’ engines.

SSU	
  Budget	
  

All in all, 2014 has been an amazing
year for the club as we saw the
expansion of our boat fleets. As we
continue to expand the assets of the
club, the financial status of our club is
still within the healthy range. Below is
a breakdown of our expenditure for
both SSU budget as well as OSL
Sports Excellence Budget.

OSL Sports Excellence
Budget

1%	
  

22%	
  

30%	
  
38%	
  

54%	
  

28%	
  
12%	
  
Compe00on	
  
Compe00on	
  AWre	
  
Assets	
  Purchase,	
  Maintenance	
  and	
  Repair	
  	
  
Welfare	
  

Sails	
  

Repair	
  

Coaching	
   Facili0es	
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A ship in port is safe,
But that is not
What ships are built for.
Sail out to sea
And do new things
-Grace Hopper
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This year, we welcomed the addition of
Xtra SMUve, previously under the care
of our alumni club, and this brings our
total boat count to ten keelboats.

NEW TRAINING SAILS AND
RACING SAILS STORAGE
Thanks to all the effort of Andrew, the
previous executive committee and
Collin, we secured a great deal with
OneSails for the purchase of two full
sets of J24 training and racing sails
each, one set of Platu racing sails and
also boat covers for the Platus and J24
boats.
The sails are currently sitting in the
container and PPCDL room, revamped

with newly installed metal shelves, to
accommodate all the sails for our
expanded fleet of keelboats.
On a side note, decommissioning of
sails was carried out by the senior
sailors with their expert advice and
some of those sails are still on top of the
container. It would be great if we could
have meaningful suggestions to utilize
these sails.

SAFETY IS KEY
We are happy to report that we have
made significant steps to improve on
safety of the sailors in the logistics
aspect. This include the replacement of
worn out safety equipment and regular
inspection of the boats equipment to
ensure that all boats are always ready
for MPA inspection. In addition, wornout lifejackets were replaced and these
lifejackets were issued individually to
sailors. We are confident that the
lifespan will be prolonged with sailors’
tender loving care. (:
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It has truly been an exciting year for me
as the 10th Logistics Director. Through
these ten great years of SMU Sailing,
we have accumulated more resources
and a wealth of experienced sailors with
more knowledge in assets purchase
and maintenance to collectively improve
on the overall assets of the club.
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BOAT OVERHAUL AND REPAIRS
We saw a higher utilization of the boat this year due to greater involvement in
competitions and other events. Unfortunately, this higher utilization came at a cost
and definitely took a toll on our good old boats. There were numerous damages
occurring throughout the year such as the epic fibre glass crack around the
Quarterdeck’s engine bracket approximately two weeks before SSR, broken hatch
and stanchions, several serious fibre glass damages and numerous torn sails.
We were glad to be able to put our boats through a year full of repair and
maintenance to keep our boats in shape, if not, even better than it was one year
before. In addition, we managed to change some of our fraying halyards and
sheets and repaired most of loose mast rings and blocks to give the boats a good
finish
Here is a summary of key repairs during our summer and winter boat overhaul:

Boat

Key Repairs Done

SMUve

Anti-Fouling
Repair of Stainless Steel
outboard engine

SMU
Mad

Repair of Stanchions
Anti-Fouling

QD

Change of wires in outhaul
system

JMM

Hatch
Anti-fouling
Change of stays

.

Shengli

Anti-fouling

SMUXY

Keel Repairs
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Repairing of Freeplay issue
on Rudder
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WE CAN DO BETTER!

FINALLY…

DOCUMENTATION AND POLICIES

I would like to give special thanks to
Andrew for always being there to
provide so much guidance and to lend a
helping hand and a listening ear to all
the difficult issues that I faced during my
term. All these contribution would also
not have been possible without the
other EXCO members, past logistics
directors, and all the wonderful seniors
and juniors for standing by me and
giving moral and physical support in
super pressing moments. I would also
like to thank OSL, Jason from MYS,
Jessie from Marinetech and Magdelene
from Supratechnic and everyone else
for helping me and the club in one way
or another. I had a rough but super
enriching journey and thank you SMU
Sailing for this amazing opportunity! (:

With the bigger fleet of boats, several
new and refined policies and system
were introduced to cater to diverse
needs of sailors and friends of SMU
Sailing. Special thanks goes out to
Andrew for conscientiously providing
guidance to several tricky requests and
issues faced. I hope that future logistics
directors could look into these policies
deeper to manage the interest of the
club and others.
§
§
§
§

Boat Loaning and Chartering Policies
Asset Damage Policies
Sails Chartering Policies
Lost and Damage Documentation
System

The Boat Elves system was
implemented to increase sailors’
involvement in asset repair and
maintenance and inculcate a greater
sense of responsibility of the club’s
assets through weekly inspection and
maintenance of the boat under their
care. While it is still at the earliest phase
of implementation and has limited
success, it was still a commendable feat
for a start. It is always a joy (especially
to logistics directors) to see all our boats
free from unrepaired damages and this
can only be attained through our
collective contribution to regular
maintenance and repair. Therefore, I
hope that we could really work this out
together!
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ASSET MAINTENANCE & REPAIR
WORK
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2014 has been a full year of
consolidation and celebration for both
our current sailors and alumni. We
celebrated our 10 years of sailing and
drinking beer as a sport with several
new initiatives jointly organised by the
alumni and undergraduates. Some of
these initiatives include Sailing 102 for
faculty members as well as the 10th
Anniversary Sailebrations. The 17th
Western Circuit Sailing Regatta also
turned out to be a raving success as
we see more participation from sailors
and volunteers, both on land and out at
sea. Of course, all these would not
have been possible without the help of
our committed undergrads, alumnus, &
OSL managers. These are the people
who have made sailing such a
memorable sport; bringing the stars out
of Starry Nite; and sailing the seven
seas with (in time to come). So thank
you to everyone, and let’s keep this
spirit going on!

S A I L I N G W E B S I T E ,
NEWSLETTERS & FACEBOOK

SMU Sailing and its stakeholders. The
SMU sailing website and Facebook
page has been regularly updated with
photos, videos and stories detailing the
experiences at each regatta as well as
our achievements. We are proud to
announce that we have won the team
of the year award in 2014! Throughout
the year, we have seen a rise in the
number of Facebook likes by more than
100 to 451 likes. This is a great
encouragement for us as we see our
club growing both in size and its
outreach. Whilst there is definitely a lot
of room for improvements, we certainly
appreciate the amount of support that
everyone has given to us.
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DEAR SAILORS,

These 3 platforms remain the main
channel of communication between
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Newsletters have always been one of
the most effective ways of sharing our
joy with everyone. In each edition of
the newsletters, articles hand-written
by our sailors on their experiences are
compiled and furbished with photos
depicting them in action. These
experiences include both local and
overseas regattas, our celebrations
and gatherings as well as little events
such as Starry Nite. It is important that
we keep everyone updated of our
events and club’s activities, hence this
will be something that we hope to
continue to maintain in the long run.

TEAM ATTIRE
Having a team attire not only cultivates
the sense of belonging amongst its
members, but also show our prowess
and confidence while making us look
awesome in photos. This year, back by
popular demand, we have designed
our own lycra and customised shorts
from Musto.
To add on, we finally replaced our
signature faded to pink life jackets with
a brand new batch of Gill life jackets.
To i n s t i l l o w n e r s h i p , e a c h
undergraduate was handed a life
jacket to take care of and use. In a
way, all of us now have our very ‘own’
lifejacket.
So, look out for our subtle but
impressionable team attires in the
upcoming regatta!
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Do expect to see even more handpicked smusailing-in-action shots &
updates on both our website and
Facebook page!
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17th WESTERN CIRCUIT SAILING
REGATTA
The 17th SMU-RM Western Circuit
Sailing Regatta (WCSR) was chaired
by Lydia Yong and co-chaired by
Darice Ho and Judith Chen. Running
Singapore’s largest and most
prestigious keelboat sailing regatta
together with Raffles Marina for the 8th
consecutive year, WCSR remains to
be the closest regatta to the heart of
every SMU sailors, from freshmen to
alumnis. As per previous years,
onshore activities were mainly
organized and carried out by 9
freshmen and 4 Exco members. Held
over two weekends, 16th, 17th and
23rd August, we saw a high
participation rate of 400 sailors over
nine different classes. Continuing from
the first installment of SMU SB20
International Cup last year, 20 SB20
boats competed for the line honours.
It has been a great honour for SMU
sailors to be able to work with Raffles
Marina’s management in organizing
such a grand event. Having to plan out
the flow and programmes for WCSR,
our sailors were able to showcase
their capabilities and teamwork in the
contribution of this event’s planning.
WCSR proves to be one of the best

platforms for sailors to translate their
knowledge gained from classroom and
past experiences to great
organizational skills. Positive feedback
and commendations from participating
sailors and SMU’s office of student life
management concluded the hard work
of the sailors. Of course, this success
is mainly attributed to the great
support and generous help from
Raffles Marina.
To carry on SMU’s spirit of community
service, WCSR continues to give back
to the disabled sailing community with
weekly volunteering work at Changi
Sailing Club. 47 volunteers from SMU,
travelled down to Changi to help store
and wash the boats for sailors from
Sailability Singapore, a non-profit
organization sailing community for the
disabled, in a span of 8 weeks.
Through this period, SMU student
volunteers were recruited to learn how
to handle the sailors and their boats.
Besides making friends with them, the
volunteers helped to keep their boats
before competition and helped to put
their boats to sea. Through the charity
auction, we were able to raise $9,000
for Sailability, which would be useful to
help their teams to enter further and
international competitions.
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KEY EVENTS

For more information, please visit
www.westerncircuit.com.
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OTHER EVENTS
Other events that SMU Sailing has
organised includes the Annual Sail
Camp, Christmas and Deepavali parties,
Sailing 101, and the annual Lee Ka Shing
Cup. The aim of these events is to bring
together members of SMU Sailing, relax
and have a fun night out together. Not to
forget, people bond better over drinks
and home-made goodies! We are indeed
a drinking team with a sailing problem!
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ALUMNI REPORT
The SMU Sailing Club and Alumni
celebrated 10 years of sailing and
developing student leaders. Held at
Raffles Marina, it was an event that
saw both undergraduate and alumni
members pitching in and making the
event a success. A significant amount
of beer and wine was consumed
during the party, and even more during
the after-party-party, which explains
why this write up is skimpy on details.
Nevertheless, it was a happy occasion
that saw past and present SMU sailors
and benefactors coming together to
celebrate 10 years of livening up the
Singapore competitive sailing scene.
MEMB ERSHIP
As of the end of 2014, there was a
total of 63 alumni members including
the graduating batch of 2014.
SAIING EVENTS
The Alumni took part in SSR (helmed
by Winfrid) and Western Circuit
(Benjamin Mui). Although we did not
take home any trophies, we did not

come in last either. Here’s to more
competitive sailing in 2015!
Xtra SMUve
The winds must have been really
strong during SSR, because Xtra
SMUve was laid up for more than 6
months after SSR to replace a broken
hatch cover and side-stays. Thankfully,
the membership scheme had
considered this eventuality and we
had sufficient funds to cover the
repairs. With the help of alumni
members and friends, we managed to
replace the stays without the use of a
crane, saving us a significant amount
of time and money. Thank you
everyone!
We also found that the keel was
damaged, implying a rather hard
grounding, but were left scratching our
heads as nobody had reported such
an incident.
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MILESTONES
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ALUMNI REPORT
We are always looking to grow our
membership and keep in touch with
all SMU Sailing Club members, so if
you know anyone who’s not receiving
news and event invites, please get in
t o u c h w i t h J o h n L u i
(johnlui07@gmail.com). We are also
looking for people interested to
contribute as Alumni Exco – the main
job scope is to organize drinks and

meetups. Please indicate your
interest to John!
This concludes the 2014 SMU Sailing
Club Alumni Report. Here’s to fair
winds, good sailing, and may the beer
always be ice-cold!
John Lui
SMU Sailing Club Alumni Exco
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ALUMNI MEMBERHIP & EXCO
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ALUMNI REPORT
ALUMNI MEMBERS
We welcomed the new batch of eight SMU Sailing Alumni who graduated in
2014. To all new members, congratulations on completing your undergraduate
education and welcome to the alumni family. Here is the list of alumni members
in 2014.

Class of 2003
John Lui

Vivian Neo

Wildon Goh

John Cheng

Class of 2004
Benjamin Mui

Dawn Phung

Koh Su Jun

Ong Chang Qi

Pua Youjin

Ashley Loy Wen Fang

Joshua Chan

Shinglei Koh

Fiona Sng

Louis Pek

Vincent Tan

Wong Dan Chi

Chong Zhixin

Somruetai Tantakitti

Class of 2006
Winfrid Wong

Alvin Ong

Jacqueline Tang

Jason Zhou

Jerry Tan

Karene Seah

Ng Jun Jia

Poh Lip Hang

Renfred Tay

Koh Seng Leong
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Class of 2005
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ALUMNI REPORT
ALUMNI MEMBERS CONT’D
Class of 2007
Catherine Chua

Chua Muiyi

Er Zixian

Fidelis Tan

James Koh

Koh Ziyi

Lee Cher Han

Lim Peimun

Sherilyn Tan

Priscillia Teo

Karthik

Elin Wong

Justina Sim
Class of 2008
Cai Min

Ng Chung Jin Bryan

Andrea Joy Dragon

Ang Yong Tat

Tan Boon Xin

Tam Shiu Wun Siobhan

Lim Zijie Christopher

Dawn Liu

Cyril Chua Jing-Yuan

Shaun Toh Hong Yi

Chung Peiquan

Eric Loh Wai Keong

Angeline Ng Jun Hui

Brandon Heng Cheng Wei

Daniel Tan Wei Yang

Alina Chia Hui Yi

Samuel Ong Chin Yi
Class of 2010
Alexi Lim Zongwei

Leonard Wee Jian Wei

Calvin Lim Zhi Yang

Melissa Goh Wei Cheng

Gwen Qwen Li Jun

Ng Yu Hui

Joy Fung Cheah Ern

Samantha Chua Le Ling
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Class of 2009
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ANNIVERSARY

Pre-Celebration: Sailing 102
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Pre-Celebration: Leisure Sail
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Pre-Celebration: Preparations
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Hall of Fame
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ANNIVERSARY

10 years of family & History
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10 years of family & History
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Post-Celebration Party
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ON BEHALF OF THE SMU SAILING CLUB,
The 10th Executive Committee would like to give a big thank you to
many individuals from various batches and offices for organizing and
supporting this milestone that the club has achieved.
To the post graduate batches for spearheaded the planning,
organization and other aspects of the 10th Anniversary Sailebrations
To SMU Alumni Association, for assisting, supporting and providing this
opportunity for the club to gather as one after 10 years.
To all SMU Sailors who assisted in the various departments that was
set up to make this event a success. Also, to all sailors both freshman
and founding batches for turning up and truly making it a night to
remember.
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And of course, thank you Mr Andrew Tam for supporting this event and
providing your experience to set up this event.
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The 10th Executive Committee would like to show our greatest appreciation
to several groups of people, whom without them we would not have been
able to carry out many of the club’s events and activities.
To the Office of Student Life for providing the countless opportunities where
members get to learn and grow by funding our equipment and events. Also
for your unwavering support in our events and international competitions.
To SMU Sports Union, for the continuous support of the club by keeping us
in the top tier amongst other CCAs and involving the club in the various
school events.
To our very supportive alumni, who continue to take time off their busy
schedule to contribute back to the club and participate in the club’s events.
Last but not least, we would like to give a huge thank you to our sports
manager Andrew Tam, who time and time again gives us great guidance
through his wealth of experience. You have definitely been more like a
father figure to the club with your dedicated support for the club.
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Thank you once again to everyone who has been part of this family. We
hope that you will continue to pursue your passion in sailing and continue to
help us promote sailing as a lifestyle to everyone.
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